Hyperspectral imaging is a rich source of data, allowing for multitude of effective applications. On the other hand such imaging remains challenging because of large data dimension and, typically, small pool of available training examples. While deep learning approaches have been shown to be successful in providing effective classification solutions, especially for high dimensional problems, unfortunately they work best with a lot of labelled examples available. To alleviate the second requirement for a particular dataset the transfer learning approach can be used: first the network is pre-trained on some dataset with large amount of training labels available, then the actual dataset is used to fine-tune the network. This strategy is not straightforward to apply with hyperspectral images, as it is often the case that only one particular image of some type or characteristic is available. In this paper, we propose and investigate a simple and effective strategy of transfer learning that uses unsupervised pre-training step without label information. This approach can be applied to many of the hyperspectral classification problems. Performed experiments show that it is very effective in improving the classification accuracy without being restricted to a particular image type or neural network architecture. An additional advantage of the proposed approach is the unsupervised nature of the pre-training step, which can be done immediately after image acquisition, without the need of the potentially costly expert's time.
Introduction
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI), or imaging spectroscopy, is a form of image acquisition which collects information across a range of electromagnetic spectrum. Each hyperspectral pixel contains a result of a narrowband sampling of a selected frequency range, usually corresponding to Visual and Near-Infrared (VNIR) or Short-Wave Infrared (SWIR) part of the spectrum. This process provides a detailed object reflectance information, which allows to observe interaction of light of certain frequencies with the surface particles. Such approach allows for efficient detection of foreign compounds present in the scene, diagnosing the state of process being monitored or identification of materials present in the image. Numerous applications benefit from this, e.g. medical diagnosis [1] , crop health monitoring [2] or mineral mapping [3] .
Classification of hyperspectral images has many potential applications, e.g. land cover segmentation [4] , mineral identification [5] , or anomaly detection [6] . The classification algorithms applied include both general models, e.g. the SVM [7] and dedicated approaches, taking into account spectral properties or spatial class distribution [8] . Recently there have been attempts to use Deep Learning Neural Networks
HSI classification with DLNN
A number of DLNN architectures have been proposed, inspired by mathematical derivations and/or neuroscience studies. The Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [28] are the special case of deep neural networks which were originally developed to process images but are also used for other types of data like audio. They combine traditional neural networks with biologically inspired structure into a very effective learning algorithm. They scan multidimensional input piece by piece with the convolutional window which is the set of neurons with common weights. Convolution window processes local dependencies (features) in the input data. The output corresponding to one convolutional window is called a feature map and it can be interpreted as a map of activity of the given feature on the whole input. The CNN remain one of the most popular architectures for DLNN classification in use today.
Other approaches include the generative architectures, e.g. the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [29, 30] , Autoencoders (AE) [31] or Deep Belief Network (DBN) [32, 33] . Yet another popular architecture is the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) which, through directed cycles between units, has the potential of representing the state of processed sequence. They are applicable e.g. for time series prediction or outlier detection. The most popular types of RNN are Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [34] and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [35] . They improve the original RNN architecture by dealing with exploding and vanishing gradient problem.
For classification of HSI data, the CNN is the most popular architecture chosen. In [10] the simple CNN architecture is adapted to HSI classification; the lack of training labels is mitigated by adding geometric transformations to available training data points. In [36] authors use three kinds of convolutional windows: two of them are 3D convolutions which analyse spatial and spectral dependencies in the input picture, while the third is the 1D kernel. Next the feature maps from these three types of convolutions are stacked one after the other and create joint output of this first part of the network. The following layers consist only of the one dimensional convolutional kernels and residual connections. The authors of [11] introduce a parallel stream of processing with an original approach for spatial enhancement of hyperspectral data. The authors of [14] design a deep network that reduces the effect of Hughes phenomenon (curse of dimensionality) and use additional unlabelled sample pool to improve performance. In [12] authors propose an alternative architecture called RPNet based on prefixed convolutional kernels. It combines shallow and deep features for classification. Another architecture (MugNet) is proposed in [21] with a focus on simplicity of processing for classification of hyperspectral data with few training samples and reduced number of hyperparameters. A yet another architecture approach is used in [20] where a multibranch fusion network is introduced, which uses merging multiple branches on an ordinary CNN. An additional L2 regularization step is introduced to improve the generalization ability with limited number of training samples. The work [13] proposes a strategy based on multiple convolutional layers fusion. Two distinct networks, composed of similar modules but different organization, are examined.
Other architectures are also used. For example in [37] authors utilize the sequential nature of hyperspectral pixels and use some variations of recurrent neural networks -Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks. Moreover, in [38] one dimensional convolutional layers followed by LSTM units were used. Chen et.al. [39] use artificial neural networks for feature extraction. They utilize stacked autoencoders (SAE) for feature extraction from pixels, and PCA for reduction of the spectral dimensionality of the training segments taken from the picture. Next, the logistic regression is performed on this spectral (SAE) and spatial (PCA) extracted information. Another approach [40] uses stacked SAE for an application study -detection of a rice eating insect. RNN architectures are also employed, as they are suitable for processing the spectral vector data. The work [41] applies sequential spectral processing of hyperspectral data, using a RNN supported by a guided filter. In [42] authors use the multi-scale hierarchical recurrent neural networks (MHRNNs) to learn the spatial dependency of non-adjacent image patches in the two-dimension (2D) spatial domain. Another idea to analysing HSI is spatial-spectral method in which network takes information not only from spectrum bands but also from spatial dependencies of image [36] .
Improving DLNN classification with transfer learning
Transfer learning is one of the approaches to mitigate a situation when one either lacks sufficient training samples or computing power to train a network. It adapts a model (algorithm with trained parameters) from one problem domain to another, when the domains are similar. Formally, we can define it as in [23] . Let D = (X, P(X)) be a domain consisting of feature space X and its probability distribution P(X), and T = (Y, f (·)) be a task consisting of label space Y and an objective predictive function f (·). This function can be approximated using samples of the form (x i , y i ), where x i ∈ X and y i ∈ Y. Transfer learning consists of using knowledge concerning source domain D s and its task T s to better approximate objective function f t (·) belonging to the different target task T t . We assume that at least one of the following inequalities is true: D s D t , T s T t . Transfer learning is especially useful whenever |D t | |D s |.
Transfer learning is simple to apply in the case of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). In [43] , authors compared different versions of transfer learning for CNNs in the case of natural images classification. They studied its effects depending on the number of transferred layers and whether they were fine tuned or not as well as depending on the differences between the considered datasets. In [44] , authors used transfer learning on CNNs to recognize emotions from the pictures of faces. Other uses include evaluating the level of poverty in a region given its remote sensing images [45] and computer-aided detection using CT scans [46] .
There have been applications of transfer learning in the general remote sensing (not-hyperspectral) images. In [47] deep learned features are transferred for effective target detection; negative bootstraping is used for improving the convergence of the detector. A similar approach is applied in [48] where RNN network trained on multispectral city images is used to derive features for studying urban dynamics across seasonal, spatial and annual variance. The authors of [49] study the performance of transfer learning in two remote sensing scene classifications. The results show that features generalize well to high resolution remote sensing images. As the work [50] shows, transfer learning can be applied in remote sensing using RNN architectures also.
Recently, transfer learning has been also applied to the HSI data. In [22] , authors applied it for CNNs originally used for classifying well known remote sensing hyperspectral images to classify images acquired from field-based platforms and regarding a different domain. The authors of [24] use a intermediate step of supervised similarity learning for anomaly detection in unlabelled hyperspectral image. A different approach to transfer learning is proposed in [51] which explores the high level feature correlation of two HSI. A new training principle simultaneously processes both images, to estimate a common feature space for both images. A yet another approach is proposed in [25] where HSI superresolution is achieved using supported high resolution natural image. This natural image is used as a training reference, which is later adapted to HSI domain. In [52] , iterative process combines training and updating the currently used training label set. Two specialized architectures (for spatial and spectral processing) are used. The training iteratively extends the current label set, starting from the initial expert's labels.
The above approaches do not apply to the arguably most popular practical scenario, where only a single HSI with a handful of labels is available. Moreover, getting the training labels often requires additional resources (e.g. expert consultation and/or site visit). It is thus desirable to have unsupervised methods for realization of the pretraining step. Authors of [26] use outlier detection and segmentation to provide candidates for training of target detector in HSI. This information is used to construct a subspace for target detection by transfer learning theory. This shows the potential of using an unsupervised approach, however limited to separation of target/anomaly points from the background. In the work of [19] , a separate clustering step is used for generation of pseudo-labels, using Dirichlet process mixture model. The network is trained on the pseudo-labels, then the all but last layers are extracted, and the final network is trained on the originally provided training labels. While this scheme is shown to be effective in the presented results, it relies on a complex non-neural preprocessing and tailoring the DLNN configuration to each dataset separately. Also, the effect of size of label areas and effects on different architectures are not investigated. We show that similar gains can be made with a simpler preprocessing, independent of the DLNN architecture chosen. The authors of [53] propose to use a sparse coding to estimate high level features from unlabelled data from different sources. This approach does not require training data, but is tailored to the case where multiple inputs are available, preferably with diverse contents.
Our approach, which divides the image into rectangular blocks with assigned artificial classes, is motivated by two observations. First, the complicated spatial and spectral statistical properties present in the input classes are not necessarily discovered by the automatic clustering algorithms; it seems that local image patches have a similar balance between homogeneity and diversity as the results of more complex segmentation methods. The potential drawback of inadequate artificial class assignments can be offset by having much larger pool of training samples. The second observation, which provides additional motivation for unsupervised approach, is that when training sample number is low, it may not sample all of the class space (see discussion in [16] ) and may lead to biased class models through a negative feedback loop. The simplicity of our scheme allows us to investigate its performance independent of DLNN architectures or parameter settings.
Our method is a modification of the regular transfer learning approach. In our case, the source domain D s consists of every point in the hyperspectral image, while the target domain D t is composed of only the labelled samples. Therefore, in our approach X s = X t , but P(X s ) P(X t ). Moreover, because we assume that the true source domain labels are unknown to us, we create the artificial labels for our source domain D s using only the information about the spatial placement of the samples that is available. This has an additional advantage of making possible to shift the potentially time consuming pre-training from the expert labelling moment to the acquisition moment. In other words, network training does not need to be held back until the expert's labels are available, but can commence right after the image is recorded.
Method
Our approach is based on the following two step algorithm. In step one, artificial labels are created for the input image. In step two, the network is trained; first pre-trained on the artificial labels, then finetuned on the true class labels. Those steps, along with architectures we use for evaluation of the approach, are detailed below.
Creating artificial labels for the source domain
Our proposition is based on two observations. First, it has been noted that starting from the initial neurons, subsequent layers of a deep neural network form a representation of a local input data structure [54] . Second, in many hyperspectral classification problems (e.g. land cover labelling in remote sensing, paint identification in heritage science, scene analysis in forensics) we observe classes with a number of local spectral pattern variations. These variations are cumulative result of: variations in classes, non-uniformity in class structure (e.g. the same class can contain differing crop types), spectral variations (e.g. same crop in two areas can have differing properties due to sunlight exposure, soil type) or acquisition conditions (e.g. level of lighting, shadows). This effect often leads to a blob-like structure of a hyperspectral dataset, where the blobs can have different properties. By introducing locally continuous artificial classes, even when they don't correspond to the true ones, we can force the network to represent those blobs patterns.
Our method for creating artificial labels is a simple segmentation algorithm which assumes the local homogeneity of samples' spectral characteristics. It works by dividing the considered image into k rectangles, where each of these rectangles has its own label. For an image of height h and width w, we divide its height into m roughly equal parts and its width into n roughly equal parts, so that k = m · n. We then get k rectangles, where each one's height equals approximately h/m, while its width equals approximately w/n. Each of these rectangles defines a different artificial class with a different label. A schematic is presented in Figure 1 .
An open question is whether a clustering algorithm, like [19] or outlier segmentation [26] could be adapted here leading to greater efficiency. Our initial experiments with several variants of clustering did not provide significant gains in performance in comparison to the proposed method. This may suggest that the regular segmentation provides a regularization effect that prevents overtraining on artificial classes, where the network learns the clustering scheme used in addition to the data properties. Our approach has common motivation with self-taught learning [53] , where we want the classifier to derive high-level input representation from the unlabelled data; however we use the same data for both training stages and instead change the label set. It also avoids combining neural and non-neural approaches, and prevents introducing additional assumptions through the manual selection of the latter.
Selected network architectures
In our experiments three architectures were tested, based on [36, 10, 55] . All three share a common approach to exploit local homogeneity of hyperspectral images, however each one has its unique strengths and weaknesses making them an interesting testbed for the universality of the proposed method. The first architecture features relatively high number of convolutional layers which might be helpful in transfer learning application. The second architecture, to the best of authors knowledge, is one of the best networks that are trained on limited number of samples per class. However due to its constrained capacity, it may not benefit as much from the pretraining phase. The last of the considered convolutional neural networks is conceptually the simplest of the three, which allows us to test our approach using more conventional convolutional architecture. (a) Illustration of the 'deep' architecture (denoted A9, based on [36] ). Each consecutive cuboid represents data blobs obtained after applying convolutional filters which are depicted as horizontal pyramids. In the last layer softmax and argmax functions are applied in training and testing, respectively. (b) Ilustration of the 'shallow' architecture (denoted A3, based on [10] ). Each consecutive cuboid but the last represents data blobs obtained after applying convolutional filters which are depicted as horizontal pyramids. To obtain the last layer, the global average pooling is used.
(9 x 9 x n) (5 x 5 x 100) 2500 1000 500 300 C (c) Ilustration of the 'simple' architecture (A5, based on [55] ). The convolutional layer is followed by flattening of the features and four dense layers. In the last layer softmax and argmax functions are applied in training and testing, respectively.
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(1 x 1 x n) (1 x 1 x c) (d) Details of the 'deep' network implementation. To transform n−dimensional vector to c−dimensional vector with fully connected layer one needs n × c weights (right). To process (1 × 1 × n) data cube and achieve c different feature maps with (1 × 1) convolution it requires n × c different weights (left). In contrast to fully connected layer, filters used in convolutional layers for processing one single vector might be reused across whole processed patch/image, hence reduce number of total weights in network. In the pretraining phase, each deep learning neural network is trained on the whole image with artificial labels. It is followed by the fine tuning phase, where whole network except last layer is initialized by weights obtained in pretraining phase. Last layer is then swapped by randomly initialized one with the number of neurons which allows classification on real classes. Such a network is then only fine tuned on the part of data that were labeled by an expert with real labels.
The 'deep' architecture (A9)
First tested model is based on [36] which is well established network in community (see Figure 2a) . Additionally, it is one of the deepest convolutional neural networks successfully used for classifying hyperspectral data. It is shown in [56] that deep architectures enable network to learn a hierarchically composed abstract data representations that are generally invariant to local changes in the data. Additionally, number of abstract representations that network is able to generate by re-using lower-level features is growing exponentially with the depth the network, which makes them a good fit for transfer learning. As shown in empirical study [43] , even in case of frozen pre-trained weights, the network achieves far better accuracy than randomly initialized one. This allows one to assume that previously created filters were re-used with positive impact on classification accuracy.
Throughout this description all the parameters and architectural settings were taken from [36] unless it is stated differently. Proposed network consists of three main parts: multi-scale filter bank, residual units and classification layers.
Multi-scale filter bank extracts both spectral and spatial information from provided data. It is achieved by applying three convolutional layers with different kernel sizes. Sizes of kernels are (5 × 5), (3 × 3), (1 × 1) and number of filters in each layer is 128 as visualized in Figure 2a with red, blue and green, respectively. Different sizes of convolutional kernels result in outputs of different shapes and to mitigate this problem max pooling is applied, for details see [36] . At the end, output of each layer is stacked along the channel dimension and serves as an input to residual units.
Residual unit [57] is a stack of a few convolutional layers (usually 2 or 3) with additional identity mapping between input and the output of the unit. Let H(x) be the desired mapping one wants to fit, then according to authors, it is easier to fit a mapping F(x) := H(x) − x than H(x). Once F(x) is fitted, the desired mapping is obtained by addition H(x) = F(x) + x. Possible explanation of the effectiveness of this approach is linked with propagation of the gradient, which does not vanish or explode thanks to the identity mapping [58] . Analysed network employs two consecutive residual units, each consisting of two convolutional layers with (1 × 1) kernel size and 128 filters. Output of the second residual unit is then propagated to classification layers.
Classification layers' objective is to take data transformed by previous layers and output desired class scores. It is usually achieved by fully connected layers, however, in this architecture the convolutional layers with (1 × 1) kernel size were applied. Applying (1 × 1) convolutional layer with n filters to a single pixel input with c channels is equivalent to applying dense layer with c input neurons and n output neurons as presented in Figure 2d . It is important to note that convolutional layers apply filters with the same weights across whole input image and hence, in contrast to fully connected layers, reduce number of required parameters. First and second classification layers in discussed architecture have 128 filters and the last layer has the number of filters equal to the number of classes c in processed data.
At the end of the network, softmax function is applied elementwise and result of this operation is used as argument to cross entropy loss function along with labels. During test time softmax function is swapped with argmax operation that is applied once at the whole output patch.
After every layer ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) activation function is applied. In Residual Units ReLU is applied after the addition of identity mapping. As the authors suggest we used Local Response Normalization (LRN) only at the output of "multi-scale filter bank" and after the first convolutional layer in first Residual Unit. The parameters of LRN suggested by the authors were used (depth radius n = 5, bias k = 1, scale factor α = 0.0001 and exponent β = 0.75). Another authors' suggestion that was applied are dropout layers which are placed after first and second classification layers with dropout rate p = 0.5.
As the important feature of this network is the 9 processing layers, it will be denoted as A9 or 'deep' network in the further parts of this paper.
Training schedule. As in original work [36] , the optimizer is SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) with momentum m = 0.9. Batch size is set to 10 and whole training takes 100, 000 iterations, where one iteration equals processing one batch. Authors also proposed learning rate schedule that reduces learning rate by an order of magnitude at 33, 333 iteration and 66, 666. In contrast to original paper data augmentation was not used in any part of training. Because of authors' uncertainty regarding the parameter setting in the original work, weight decay technique was also not utilized.
Fine tuning of the pretrained model. In pre-training phase, where artificial labels serve as supervisory signal to network, weight are initialized according to schema proposed in the reference work [36] . Weights are initialized randomly from Gaussian distribution with mean zero, but with different standard deviation. First residual model's and last classification layer's weights are initialized with standard deviation set to 0.005 and the rest of weights are initialized with standard deviation set to 0.01. All biases except last layer are initialized with constant 1 and the last is initialized with 0.
In the fine tuning phase, identical network is used except for two details. First, at architecture level, last classification layer is modified to match the number of classes c that are in fine-tuning set. Second, random initialization is used only in last classification layer according to schema in pre-training phase, all the other weights are copied from the model that was trained in pre-training phase.
The 'shallow' architecture (A3)
The second of the considered architectures is a three layer convolutional neural network which was proposed by Yu et al [10] (see Figure 2b) . It is the network particularly tailored for classifying highdimensional hyperspectral data with highly limited number of training samples. As well as Deep model, Shallow network also processes inputs in the form of (5 × 5) patches. It is done by applying three consecutive convolutional layers with kernels of size (1 × 1) and the number of filters equal to 128, 64 and c, respectively, c being the number of classes. These convolutional kernels cannot extract features in spatial domain, but their use reduces overfitting. To extract features in spatial domain, two local response normalization layers with depth radius of 3, the scale factor α = 0.0001 and the exponent β = 0.75 are used after the first two convolutional layers. Additionally, like in [59] , the global average pooling (GAP) layer is used after the last convolutional layer, replacing the usually implemented dense layers and reducing the number of trainable parameters. To further ensure that the model will not overfit, dropout with drop rate set to 0.6 is used after the first two convolutional layers and tested by the authors, confirming better results both on the training and test sets.
As this network has 3 processing layers, it will be denoted as A3 or 'shallow' network in the further parts of this paper.
Training schedule. To train the shallow model, standard Adam optimizer is used with fixed learning rate set to 0.00001, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and = 10 −8 . Batch size equals 8 and the number of iterations is set to 300, 000. Loss function is a standard cross-entropy. Again, the data augmentation strategy is not applied. Both for pre-training and fine-tuning the same training procedure is applied.
Fine tuning of the pretrained model. In pretraining, the weights are initialized randomly from the normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 0.05. Such initialization setup was used in the configuration files from the shared repository 1 from article [10] . In fine tuning, the first two layers are initialized by weights obtained from pretraining, while the last layer is initialized as in the pretraining.
The 'simple' architecture (A5)
The last architecture was inspired by the work of Liu et al [55] (see Figure 2c) . In their work, the convolutional network was developed and used as part of the siamese network model, which is a model composed of two identical neural networks used for comparing pairs of data. In our case, only the convolutional network is required, so the part of the model specifically related to siamese networks was discarded. In consequence, we obtained conceptually simplest of the three considered convolutional architectures, which allows us to further validate our method.
The considered architecture processes inputs in the form of (9 × 9) patches in order to utilize both spectral and spatial information and improve the performance of classification. First, the convolutional layer with ReLU activation on top of it and with the kernel of size (3 × 3) and 100 or 60 filters, depending on the considered dataset, is applied. These filter sizes are set to be smaller than the number of features present in the input to account for the strong correlation between different bands and minimize the number of parameters. It is then followed by max pooling layer of pool size equal to (2, 2) and with the stride of 2. The output is then flattened and processed by three consecutive dense layers with 1000, 500 and 300 units, respectively. The ReLU is applied after each of these layers. The last layer is a dense layer with the number of units equal to the number of classes and with the softmax function on top of it. This layer is a classification layer of the considered network.
As this network has effectively 5 processing layers, with last three being simple dense layers, it will be denoted as A5 or 'simple' network in the further parts of this paper.
Training schedule. In the case of this architecture, SGD without momentum is used. The authors tested different values of optimizer's learning rate and found that its value can be neither too big nor too small. They applied the learning rate of 0.01 at the start of the training and 0.001 after some iterations, which provides effective learning at the start of the training process and ensures the consistent decrease of the loss function at the later stage. In our setting, learning rate is equal to 0.01 for the first 50000 iterations and 0.001 for the rest of the training.
Batch size is equal to 50 and the number of iterations equal 100000. Cross-entropy loss function is used. Again, no data augmentation is used and both for pre-training and fine-tuning the same training procedure is applied.
Fine tuning of the pretrained model. In pretraining, all weights are initialized using Glorot uniform initializer [60] . In fine tuning phase, every layer except the last is initialized using weights obtained from pretraining, while the last layer is again initialized using Glorot uniform initializer.
Experiments
This section presents the experiments performed for evaluation of the proposed pre-training approach with unsupervised labelling. Our main focus is the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the proposed scheme, which is realized as the first experiment. Due to the potential variability introduced by the size and shape of the patches used to define artificial classes, we have performed the second experiments to observe this relationship. Finally, noticing that big patches (larger area, smaller total number of classes) perform worse then little ones (smaller area, larger total number of classes), we investigate this in the third experiment.
Data sets
For the experiments we have used three hyperspectral datasets (see Figure 3) . The first two are wellknown remote sensing images Indian Pines and Pavia University, which are the basis of the first and second experiment. The third dataset is the image of paints from museum's collection, from [61] , which has suitable properties for the third experiment.
The Indian Pines dataset was collected by the AVIRIS sensor over the Northwest Indiana area. The image consists of 145 × 145 pixels. Each pixel has 220 spectral bands in the frequency range 0. Figure 4a) .
The Pavia University dataset was collected by the ROSIS sensor over the urban area of the University of Pavia in Italy. This image consist of 610 × 340 pixels. It has 115 spectral bands in the frequency range from 0.43 to 0.86 ×10 −6 m. The noisiest 12 bands were removed, and remained 103 were utilized in the experiments. Ground truth includes 9 classes, corresponding mostly to different building materials.
The Pigments dataset [61] was collected by the SPECIM hyperspectral system in the Laboratory of Analysis and Nondestructive Investigation of Heritage Objects (LANBOZ) in National Museum in Kraków. This image consist of 455 × 310 pixels. Each pixel has 256 spectral bands in the frequency range from 1000 to 2500 nm. Ground truth consists of manual annotations of different green pigments used in the mixture of paints for various painting regions. The image of oil paints on paper was used, selected from four available, as it was considered one of the more challenging of the set.
To assure the stability of considered models during training and testing phases, all three datasets were subjected to a feature transformation. For a given dataset, mean m b and standard deviation σ b of each hyperspectral band b were calculated. In the case of all three datasets, and for each given pixel x and band b, the corresponding mean m b was subtracted, x(b) x(b) − m b . In the case of Pigments dataset, all pixels were additionally divided by the corresponding standard deviation value σ b , x(b)
Experiment design
The first experiment's objective is the evaluation of the proposed approach. For this task the Indian Pines and Pavia University datasets were used. As discussed previously, the training was divided into pretraining and fine-tuning stages. In pretraining, the data was labelled through assigning an artificial class to each block of dimensions 5 × 5. No ground truth data was used at this stage. In the fine-tuning stage, a selected number of ground truth labels was used. The number of training samples from each class was set at n = 5, 15, 50. This allowed to observe the performance both in typical hyperspectral scenarios (small number of classes used) and deep network scenarios (larger number of samples per class available). Because the classification accuracy depends on the training set used in fine tuning each experiment was repeated n 1 = 15 times for error reporting and n 2 = 50 times for sensitivity analysis and stability verification. The performance is reported in Overall Accuracy (OA) after fine tuning. Additionally, Average Accuracy (AA) and κ coefficient were inspected and improvements verified with statistical tests.
The second experiment investigates the variability introduced by the size and shape of the patches used in artificial labelling. For this experiment only the Indian Pines image is used, as it is the more challenging dataset. The network investigated is the A9 'deep' architecture, chosen because it has the most potential to be affected by the transfer learning process. The investigated square patches were created by dividing horizontal and vertical side of an image into w = 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 19, 25, 29, 36, 39, 48, 72 equal parts. The vertical stripes were created by dividing horizontal side of an image into s = 2, 5, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 81 equal parts. The vertical stripes were included to observe whether the pixel distance affects the performance -for square patches, all the pixels share similar neighbourhood; for stripes, the top and bottom pixels have a notable spatial separation and, arguably, the distant pixels should not be marked with the same class label without prior knowledge of spatial class distribution. Note that in case of square patches made by dividing each side of an image into w = 29, 36, 39, 48, 72 equal parts the size of a square patch is smaller than the size of a processing window 5 × 5 in tested architecture. That means no sample fed to a network during pre-training phase has a coherent class representation (i.e. a single class present in the window). A9 ('deep') architecture A3 ('shallow') architecture A5 ('simple') architecture pretraining/no pretraining pretraining/no pretraining pretraining/no pretraining
Experiment results
The first experiment's results are presented in Table 1 . Each column presents the result for one type of network, each row for a set dataset and the number of training examples. Each table cell presents the results with and without pre-training, in percent of Overall Accuracy, including the standard deviation of the result. The results from Table 1 were computed from a batch of n 1 = 15 independent runs for each case. Additionally, a batch of n 2 = 50 of experiments were performed for sensitivity analysis of small variations of hyperparameter setting and computational library versions; the results were very similar to those presented. A Mann-Whitney U test was performed on the results to confirm statistical significance of the improvement gained with the proposed method. As Overall Accuracy can be sensitive to class imbalances, Average Accuracy and κ coefficient were computed for additional verification, and were inspected for negative performance.
The presented results show that application of the proposed method leads to definite and consistent improvement in accuracy across different images, number of ground truth labels used and network architectures. In all but one case, the improvement is statistically significant, and in some cases approaches 20 percentage points. The most improvement is seen in the 'deep' (A9) network; this is to be expected as this Table 3 : The third experiment results. Evaluation of pretraining on Pigments dataset using the proposed approach and classes created from ground truth. The objective was to collate the performance of artificial labels of different sizes with those created through splitting or joining the ground truth. architecture has the most potential to benefit from additional training samples. The qualitative evaluation of selected realizations (corresponding to the median score) is presented in Figures 5 and 6 . The results confirm the validity of the proposed approach. In the second experiment (Table 2) , first the grid size was investigated. The range varies from 2 × 2, which equals 4 artificial classes, up to 72 × 72, 5184 artificial classes. It can be seen that the the score rises sharply until the number of artificial classes reaches approximately the number of original classes (at 5×5, note that the original IP ground truth leaves a sizeable portion of background unmarked, which most probably would contribute some additional classes if marked). After that value, there's a declining trend. It can be noted that the scores are higher with smaller patches. It seems viable to form a conclusion, that when the original class number is unknown, it is better to overestimate than underestimate their number. In the latter case, it is possible that even a chance guess would provide a satisfactory performance. The stripes do not form as good a training set as rectangular grid, which confirms the initial supposition that artificial classes should be confined to local areas. Some improvement however is still seen, which supports our overall proposition, that general artificial labelling can be used for improving the DLNN performance without precise estimation of the artificial class patch size. This experiment was performed with A9 'deep' network, with 5 training samples per class and 50 experiment runs. Table 3 presents result of the third experiment. Here, the original performance (GT) can be significantly improved by the grid-based artificial labelling (see results for 5 × 5, 20 × 20, 30 × 30). However, in this case the performance gain can be confronted with a label dataset created from ground truth data (GT-2, GT-10). As can be expected, the ground truth data provides a higher performance; however, the artificial labelling provides half of that gain with no prior information needed. The ground truth experiments GT-2 and GT-10 also confirm the observation that classes split is a better option than joining. This experiment was performed with A9 'deep' network with 5 training samples per class and 50 experiment runs.
Experiment setting GT
a (5x5) b (20x20) b (30x30) b GT-2 c GT-
Discussion
Our results confirm the validity of the original idea: a simple artificial labelling through grouping of the samples based on a local neighbourhood provides an efficient transfer learning scheme. It brings significant improvements of accuracy across datasets and DLNN configurations. The results for different datasets, which have differing ground truth layouts suggest that it is not the random alignment with the regularity of some ground truth pattern. It is also seen that the local structure is important, as seen in the advantage of grid division over stripe division. The generally better performance of higher over lower number of artificial classes suggests an explanation in that for transfer learning, it is not as important to locate the exact number of classes, but to isolate and learn their components, perhaps for better internal feature representation. While in case of hundreds of artificial classes network was unable to achieve satisfying accuracy during pre-training phase, it was still a good base model to apply transfer learning and achieve accuracy boost. Besides improving the accuracy in some network training scenario, we note two more advantages of the proposed approach. First it makes easier choosing the architecture and/or tuning the hyperparameters of the network configuration. Second, it can be used to shift some of the computational burden of network training to the time before an expert is called in to perform labelling, and make more effective use of his or hers time.
A qualitative examination of the pretraining results shows that some class structure is visible after pretraining (see examples in Figure 7) . No identifiable features have been noticed when investigating pretraining images when associated with better or worse final (after fine-tuning) results. However, the general level of structure visible after pretraining relates to the final performance. The A5 'simple' architecture is best in learning the artificial classes grid and also the worst at the final classification. The other two networks (A3 'shallow' and A9 'deep') have more complex pretraining results and correspondingly better final results. This suggests that the training scheme and/or network architecture functions as a form of regularization that prevents overtraining, and that the pretraining classification result can be possibly used to control pretraining and avoid overtraining too. The ability to isolate class structure in an unsupervised fashion also suggests that this approach can be adapted for image segmentation and clustering.
To provide additional verification, we've analysed per-class classification scores for both datasets, using the data from experiment one, and the same Mann-Whitney U with P < 0.05. As could be expected, performance gains are unequal, as classes differ with their overlap and general difficulty of classification. However, the individual classes showed improvement in most of the cases. Across 198 tests 2 , in 104 cases the improvement was statistically significant; for the remaining cases, in 39 cases the accuracy of 100% was achieved irrespective of pretraining, in 32 cases pretraining improved the mean of the class score. In the remaining cases where pretraining score mean was lower that the reference, the average difference was below two percentage points. The proposed method thus can be viewed as 'not damaging' to individual class scores.
Our results confirm the general conclusion that the more layers a network has, the more it gains with pre-training scheme. Recently, a number of works affirm that it is possible to effectively learn low and high level features within the network in an unsupervised fashion. Our approach could be easily transferred to traditional (RGB) computer vision, improving e.g. the automatic learning scheme [62] . Semi-automatic systems like [63] , which use only a part of the annotation, could be made fully unsupervised. Furthermore, we believe this is one approach for self-taught learning [53] , that can be helpful in diverse application of deep learning models. We note, however, that optimization would require further studies to address the issue of which layers benefit most of this scheme, i.e. similar to [43] . Our experiments show, that the proposed scheme is largely resistant to the incorrect estimation of the number of classes, hence its parametrization can be considered low-cost. It can be also viewed as a confirmation of traditional software development principle of 'divide and conquer', as of even older proverb, 'divide et impera'.
Conclusions
We have presented and verified a simple, yet effective scheme for unsupervised pre-training of DLNN for hyperspectral classification. Our proposition is shown to be effective across a number of architectures and datasets, and thus has wide potential of application in hyperspectral classification.
The absence of training labels requirement provides an important advantage: it shifts the need of expert's participation and data labelling from the start of the data analysis process to its late stages. This allows for the use of the potentially long time from the acquisition to the start of data interpretation stage for pretraining the network, and decreases the delay between expert's labelling to getting the classification result. Considering the length of time required to train deep neural networks, this is a significant advantage for their applications. An additional benefit is that multiple unannotated images can be used in the pretraining stage, potentially increasing the robustness of the result.
While our experiments have been confined to the hyperspectral images area, we believe that it can be extended to general image segmentation problem. It also can possibly be generalized for unsupervised pretraining in many vision classification scenarios. (a) Selected classes (with sample counts) used with the Indian Pines dataset. This subset was selected for consistency with [36] .
(b) Scheme of creating artificial classes on Pigment dataset. From left: original class labels, classes artificially joined into 2 sets, classes artificially split into 10 sets. Dark rectangles denote background, excluded from the experiment. Columns present the three architectures studied. Some class structure is visible depending on the dataset and network selected, which can possible be used to control the pretraining process (see text).
